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Gursha Christmas Eve Dinner Offer 
The Christmas Eve Dinner features a Prefix menu served on a spread of Injera, Ethiopian flatbread, with Azifa, Shiro 
Fitfit, Doro wat, and Qiqil along with one soft drink/water and a cup of coffee (traditional or machine). For more 
information on the dishes, please read our brief introduction to Ethiopian Christmas festivities.  
 
Enjoy our extended happy hour between 4pm and 8pm with a selection of signature cocktails and mocktails for only 
AED30 including sparkling grape and draught hops 
 
Date: Saturday 24th December 
 
Time: 5pm – 12pm 
 
Cost: AED165 per person for Prefix menu 

 

About Gursha Dubai  
Gursha Dubai is the first Ethiopian Restaurant on the Palm Jumeriah boasting a prime location at the new exciting 
leisure strip Club Vista Mare. Our mission is to make Ethiopian culture and heritage accessible to many using food as 
storyboard.  Our core traditional menu coupled with the fun interpretations we do to true Ethiopian dishes along 
with authentic décor and atmosphere we provide through the beautiful designed interior and our exceptionally 
hospitable staff gives our guest the perfect opportunity to experience Ethiopia without leaving Dubai.  
 
From a beachside setting, diners can enjoy our menu, traditional coffee ceremony, or any of our specialty cocktails 
infused with Ethiopian ingredients. We also serve shisha. 
 
Gursha Dubai is open daily from 12am to midnight offering lunch and dinner. Please visit us on Facebook or 
Instagram for more details.  
 

 

https://www.facebook.com/gurshadubai/
https://www.instagram.com/gurshadubai/?hl=en
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Ethiopian Christmas (Genna) 
Ethiopia (and especially the Ethiopian Orthodox Church) still use the old Julian calendar, so they celebrate Christmas 
on January 7th, not December 25th! The Christmas celebration in 
Ethiopia is called Ganna.  
 
Ganna is preceded by weeks of fasting and many people go to 
church on Christmas dressed in traditional white garment called 
a shamma. It's a thin white cotton piece of cloth with brightly 
colored stripes across the ends. It's worn like a toga.  

 

Ethiopian Christmas Dinner 
Due to the long fasting season, traditional Ethiopian Christmas dinner is always served with Azifa and Suf fitfit for 
starters. Azifa is slightly mashed cooked lentils with lime, mustard, and herbs. Suf fitfit is Injera (the traditional gluten 
free Ethiopian flatbread) soaked in sunflower seed juice with diced onions, tomatoes, and herbs. 
 

However, the main star of Ethiopian holiday dinners is Doro wat, considered to be the 
national dish of Ethiopia. It is a 'must' dish for any holiday or big occasion. This rich 

deep blend of onion reduction, spices, and herbed Ethiopian butter, is cooked low 
and slow over many hours, usually the whole Christmas even night, before it is 
finished off with chicken and eggs. Tradition has it, a 'proper' lady knows how to 
cut a chicken into 12 perfect pieces. They all have names like Feresenga (a perfect 
cut of the breast customarily served to the man of the house) and no matter how 
many chickens she uses, they all come out the same shape! There are plenty of 

jokes about a woman who is not able to breakdown a chicken properly!  
 

Men also must rise to challenge of getting up in the wee hours of the morning, slaughter 
a lamb or goat, and break it down into appropriate cuts. A lamb stew spiced up with turmeric and jalapeno pepper is 
used to soak in injera to make QiQil Fitfit which is provides the perfect balance to the spicy Doro wat. The Killing 
animals is a job reserved for men but only women know how to cook it...men are not allowed into the kitchen! Other 
side dishes like Fosolia – stir-fried green beans and Gomen – braised Kale round up the traditional Ethiopian 
Christmas dinner.     
 
Meals are often washed down with Tej, a type of wine made from honey, or Tella, which is a light home-brewed beer 
made from barley, maize and millet. Berze is a refreshing non-alcoholic drink made from honey and water and 
sometimes mixed with lemon and sparkling water. 
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Ethiopian Coffee (Buna) 
No Ethiopian dinner, holiday or not, is complete without the 
traditional cup of coffee. Coffee, first discovered in Ethiopia’s Sidmo 
region at a place called Keffa, is woven into the psyche and tradition 
of the country as a social drink shared with friends and neighbors. 
Made from scratch every time, the smell of roasting beans announces 
to all the neighbors that it is coffee time. When it finishes brewing, kids 
are sent around the neighborhood with invitation messages of Buna 
Tetu 'come for coffee' and not inviting someone sends a message that 
the relationship is in trouble. People describe neighbors who had a 
falling out as 'they don't even drink coffee together anymore'. It takes 
at least an hour to make coffee the traditional Ethiopian way and is a 
job reserved for younger women. Girls are given clear instructions on 
how to roast, sit and pour it quietly so as to allow adults a quality time 
sharing neighborhood gossips. Often a small snack is served with it 
like Injera sprinkled with Mitmita (hot chilli powder), Kolo (roasted 
grains of barley, chickpeas and sunflower seeds), or Abeba Kolo 
(popcorn). 


